Operate More
Efficiently
SYMMETRY CONNECT

SymmetryTM CONNECT is a policy-based identity
management workflow platform that helps organizations
streamline internal processes by mitigating risk,
demonstrating compliance, and reducing operating costs.
AMAG Technology understands that it’s not just about the
data and information you put into an application; it’s what
you can get out of it. Symmetry CONNECT provides end
users with quick and easy access to all of their data on a
single dashboard.
Organizations manage manual processes from human
resources, IT, facilities, and physical security, who all interact
yet have different policies, procedures and compliance
challenges. They operate manual or spreadsheet based
systems, but interact during onboarding, offboarding and
audit processes. Symmetry CONNECT streamlines manual
processes by connecting separate systems, eliminating
security irregularities and enforcing company security
policies to maintain compliance.

Symmetry CONNECT provides end users with
quick and easy access to all of their data on an
identity dashboard.
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AT A GLANCE









Reduce operating costs by streamlining on
and off-boarding and card management
Enforce company policies generating a
trackable, global compliance practice
Ensures approved identities have access
to secure areas per company policies
Integrates with Symmetry Access
Control and Picture Perfect to enforce
compliance
Correlate identities, behaviors and
actions that exist in multiple databases
via a simple dashboard
See threats that are missed when viewed
in separate system silos
Big picture data helps identify security
weaknesses
Extensive and customized reporting
satisfies audit and compliance demands
such as PCI, SOX, HIPAA, NERC CIP and
many more

Symmetry CONNECT automates cumbersome,
manual access permission audits. Companies
can schedule audits based on their needs and
requirements, and automate the recertification
process so they never fall out of compliance.

